
[An Approach to Generating ideas]

1. An idea is nothing more or less than a new combination of old elements.

2. The capacity to bring old elements into new combinations depends largely on the ability to see relationships.

3. The habit of mind which leads to a search for relationships between facts becomes the highest importance in the

production of ideas.

4. The steps are: -

a. Gather specific raw material

b. Gather general raw material

c. In advertising an idea results from a new combination of specific knowledge of products and people and

general knowledge about life and events.

d. The more of the elements of the world that are stored in the pattern making machine (the mind) the

more the chances are increased for the production of new and striking combinations.

e. Take the different bits of material you have gathered and feel them all over with the tentacles of the

mind.  Take one fact, turn it in this way and that, look at it in different lights, and feel for the meaning of

it.  Bring the two facts together and see how they fit.  What you are seeking is a relationship, a synthesis

where everything will come together in a neat combination. Almost listen for the meaning instead of

looking for it.

f. Little tentative or partial ideas will come - write these down. There are foreshadowing the real idea that

is to come - and expressing these in words forwards the process.

g. The mind has a second wind - so push this process.

h. Now drop the whole subject and put everything to do with the problem out of your mind as completely

as you can - and turn the problem over to the unconscious mind.

i. Turn to whatever stimulates your imagination and emotions - concerts - walks etc.

j. Out of nowhere ideas will now appear.

k. Finally - put the ideas into the cold, grey dawn of the morning after.  It requires a great deal of patient

working over to make most ideas fit the exact conditions, or practical exigences, under which they must

work.

l. A good idea has self-expanding qualities.  It stimulates those who see it to add to it.

[Van Gundy] - [PROBLEM REDEFINING TECHNIQUES]

Boundary Examinations

1. Write down an initial statement of the problem

2. Underline key words and phrases and examine them for any hidden assumptions

3. Without considering the validity of the assumption, examine any important implications they suggest

4. Write down any new problem definitions suggested by the implication.

Goal orientation

1. Write down a general description of the problem, being sure to include all pertinent information.

2. Ask: What do I want to accomplish (needs)?  What is preventing me from getting what I want (obstacles)? What

restrictions must I accept to solve the problem (constraints)?

3. Using these questions as guidelines, write down possible redefinitions of the original problem statement.



Five W’s and H

1. State the problem using the format IWWM…?

2. Write down separate lists of Who? What? Where? When? Why? How? questions relevant to the general

problem.

3. Examine the responses to each question and use them as a stimulus to generate problem redefinitions.

4. Write down any redefinitions suggested.

5. Select one redefinition that best captures the problem you are trying to solve.

[GENERATING IDEAS] - [Individual Techniques

Analogies (or Metaphors)

1. Generate a list of objects, personas, situations or actions that are similar, but unrelated, to the problem. Think of

the major principle that underlies the problem and use it to guide generating analogies that are similar in

concept. (e.g. preventing vandalism - think of things in life that involve the concept of prevention (e.g. birth

control, spraying painting a car).  In general use inanimate analogies with problems with living things and

animate analogies with nonliving things.

2. Select one of the analogies and describe it in detail. List all of the parts, functions, uses.  Be sure to include a

variety of action oriented phrases.  While completing this step, try to forget about the problem.

3. Examine each description listed and write down any new ideas suggested.  Use the similarities in the descriptions

as stimuli for new ideas.

4. Select another analogy and repeat steps 2 and 3 until a satisfactory answer is suggested.

5. Repeat using a Metaphor instead of an analogy (e.g. Muscles of steel).

Story writing

1. Write a brief (under 100 words) fictional story about the problem.  Avoid writing directly about the problem.

Instead allow your imagination to wander and write whatever seems appropriate.  Don’t be afraid to be playful

and whimsical in your approach.

2. Carefully read over the story and list any major principles, actions, characters, events, themes, objects, etc, that

seem interesting.

3. Using this data write down any problem solutions they might suggest.

Assumption Reversals

1. List all major assumptions about the problem.  Include even the ‘obvious assumptions’ that might be taken for

granted.

2. Reverse each assumption in any way possible (there is no such thing as a ‘correct’ reversal).  (e.g. restaurants that

don’t serve food to people, don’t charge etc).

3. Using the reversals as stimuli generates any ideas suggested.



Bionics - analogies from biological or botanical systems.

1. Clearly state the problem

2. Describe the problem in terms of its major, underlying principle or process (e.g. a telephone receive problem

might be transmitting or communication)

3. Search for similar principles or processes in animal or plant life.

4. Using any similarities identified, generate new ideas.

Catalog

1. Write down a statement of the problem

2. Consult a catalog, magazine, or dictionary and randomly select two words, objects, ideas.

3. ‘Force’ the two selections together and evaluate the product for its applicability to the problem.

4. If the two selections do not result in a practical combination, randomly select two new words, objects, ideas.

[Open University]

Brainstorming - deferred judgement & quantity breeds quality

All criticisms and put-downs are forbidden during the idea-generation phase

Freewheeling is welcomed

Go for as many ideas as possible

Try to build on other ideas - combine them and improve them

Practice - e.g. uses for an old hot-water-bottle?

Provocations - random jumps - radical distortions

- transformations of the original topic (e.g. reversing it)

- exploring analogies and metaphors

Basic problem solving process: -

Stage 1: Explore Problem

Open up (diverge) Explore different angles

Close down (converge) Select problem

Stage 2: Generate ideas and plans

Open up (diverge) Consider alternative ideas

Close down (converge) Select plan

Stage 3: Implement plan

Open up (diverge) Plan supporting action

Close down (converge) Undertake action

Stage 4: Evaluate

Open up (diverge) Monitor progress

Close down (converge) Adapt action



Why technique: -

Ask repeatedly:

So what?

Why is this a problem for you?

Why does this happen?

Why do things that cause this happen?

Reframing

Identify key words or phrases and paraphrase them in different language

Multiple Redefinitions
What I’d really like to do

If I could break all the rules of reality I would

The problem could be likened to

A strange way of looking at it would be

But the main point is

Springboards

I wish….

How to…
Concerns…(what we need to avoid)

Redefinitions - re-describing the problem statement boundaries.

Tree Diagrams.

Idea Development

Purge all the obvious and sensible answers that immediately spring to mind via a quick brainstorm

Random

e.g. first sound you hear - or random page in a book, newspaper, dictionary for first noun/verb seen

Character viewpoints

Describing the problem from the standpoint/shoes of someone else - factual or fiction.

Dropping a key phrase

Identify the key words or phrases and try paraphrasing them in very different language.

Attribute Listing

e.g. heat, colour, feel, smell, light, action, character, purpose….  Think systematically how each of these in turn could be

changed to change the scope/direction/nature of the scene.

Tree diagrams

Divide the problem into two or three (etc) distinctive parts - Then branching further on each branch to map out the

components of the problem.



Notebook

Extend idea collection period over a longer period of time - recording thoughts/issues relative to the problem as they

occur.

Weirdos

Bizarre, fantastic, impossible or unacceptable ideas which can be used as triggers for other ideas - use weirdos as you

would a random stimulus.

Reversals

Investigate by taking your thoughts in the opposite direction to the current direction of thought.

Mind Maps and Clustering

Drawing out the ideas in a connected map, or listing the components on separate cards to allow sorting.

Two Words

Select two words associated with the problem - e.g. a verb and a noun.  List alternate meaning for these words.  Combine

different combinations of these words to provide new direction to the scenario.

Other techniques: -

Laddering - e.g. gardening = digging = weeding = pruning.

5Ws and an H

Using ‘why’ repeatedly to get down the key elements of a problem

Analogies - ‘like walking on ice’

SCAMPER - Substitute - Combine - Adapt - Modify - Magnify - Minify - Put to other uses - Eliminate -

Rearrange/Reverse.

Imaging/Visioning - or Screen in front of you.

Relaxing/Meditation

Sorting

√ - ideas useful to the problem

? - Ideas that won't do as they stand but have some relevance

W - weird ideas that need reprocessing as provocations

Helps or Hindrances?

Who? What? How? When? Where?

Working at speed (30 mins): -

Problem selection (1)

Reframe (4)

Private brainstorm (1)

Listing ideas (3)

Mind map (5)

Random excursion (2)

Reversal (3)

Analogy (3)

Select (1)

Help and hinder (4)



Action plan (3)

[Lateral Marketing]

Lateral marketing can provide an answer to any of these questions:

• What other needs can be satisfied with my product if I change it?

• What other needs can I incorporate in my product to make it different?

• What new potential consumers could I reach by changing my product?

• What other things can I offer to my current consumers/ clients?

• In what other situations can my product be used if I change it?

• What other products can cover the situations or uses of my current product?

• What else can my product be used for?

• What other products can be generated stemming from my current product?

• What substitutes can I generate in order to attack a given product?

[Creative thinking approach]

After a product or service is chosen, the steps of a lateral marketing process are:

Step 1: Choose a focus where we want to generate a lateral displacement.

Step 2: Provoke a lateral displacement for generating a gap.

Step 3: Think about ways to connect the gap.

Following the three simple steps:

1. Select a focus.

2. Make a lateral displacement for generating a stimulus.

3. Make a connection.

[Select a focus]

A focus may be anything that we want to concentrate on. A focus can be a problem to solve, an objective to achieve, or

just a simple object. For example, "flower" can be a possible focus.

[Lateral Displacement]

A lateral displacement is an interruption in the middle of a logical thought sequence. For example, one possible lateral

movement of the fact that "flowers die" could be "flowers that never die.  Such an idea may or may not make sense, but

it is provocative.`

[Make a connection]

A lateral displacement applied to a focus normally creates a disconnection, a gap. There is a gap between "flower" and

"never dies." This gap, which appears as a problem, is in fact the source of creativity. The gap is our stimulus. Why?

• "Flower" is the focus.

• "Never dies" is a displacement of a flower characteristic.

• The gap between "flower" and "never dies" is a stimulus.

• The movement is changing the material of the flower.

• The connection is a new idea or concept: an "artificial flower."



[NLP]

If you fail at something then ask yourself: -

● What am I trying to achieve?

● What have I achieved so far?

● What feedback have I had?

● What lessons have I learned?

● How can I put my lessons to positive use?

● How am I going to measure my success?

Give yourself permission to envision the future

● Make a list of what's important to you about your goal, all the reasons you want it, and put them in order of

importance

● Imagine floating out of your body and into the future, at a time when you have achieved this goal

● Notice the pictures, sounds and feelings and manipulate them

● From the place in the future, turn and look back to now and let your unconscious mind notice what is needs to

know about and help you do in order to achieve your goal.

● Come back and take the first step towards the goal.

[Evidence Procedure]

● How do I know that I'm getting the desired outcome?

● What will I be doing when I get it?

● What will I see, hear, and feel when I have it?

[Exploring perceptual positions]

● The first position is your own natural perspective, when you’re fully aware of what you think and feel regardless

of those around you.  This position can be one of strength - but also one of selfishness, until you consciously

become aware of what other people want.

● The second position is about shifting into someone else’s shoes - imagining what a situation looks like for them.

● The third position involves taking an independent view, when you act as a detached observer noticing what’s

happening in the relationship.

[Meta programs]

Meta programs are some of the unconscious filters that direct what you pay attention to.

The conscious can only handle between 5 and 9 pieces of information at any one time, which means that an awful lot of

the information that bombards us is filtered out.

● Proactive/reactive

● Options/procedures

● Internal/external

● Global/detail

● Sameness/difference

● Time perspective



[Reframing]

● Time switch - step 6 months/1 year into the future - look back to now - and ask yourself how you overcame the

problem.

● Person switch - pretend that you’re someone you respect and ask yourself what you would do if you were able to

swap bodies with that person.

● Information switch - suppose you had all the information you need to get a solution: what would that knowledge

be and how would the circumstances change?

● Function switch - imagine you can change any component of the system within which you’re experiencing a

restriction.  What would you change and how would this change affect the outcome?

[Standup]

● How do you feel about your life now, and how you feel about the way it happened.

● How do you feel about everything else that engages you, like politics or pop culture

● If joyous communication is not there, no matter how good the material is, it’ll be a tepid performance.

● Compare the properties of one thing to the properties of another thing, and from that hilarity/mathematics lies.

The best stance is to be the intelligent alien - the ‘what’s all this about’.  Dara O’Brian.

[En Chantier]

● Define the concepts that frame this moment: your existence; an event; an activity; a belief: a person: an object

etc.

[De Bono Basic Concepts]

Introducing ‘discontinuity’ from the original direction of thought.

Vertical thinking is about ‘No’. Lateral thinking is about ‘Po’.

‘Link-up’:  introduction of a disconnected idea - e.g. random word - and finding the connection.

‘Reversal’ - reversing the situation - e.g. does the person drive the car or the car drive the person?

‘Distortion and exaggeration’.

[De Bono Basic Operations of Interest]

Possibility - speculation and the hypothesis

Alternatives - alternative explanations/courses of action/choices/ways of doing this/or looking at this

Concepts - the concept of a cup is a blurry image of something with the function and nature of a cup

Concept Differences - a skyscraper depends on mechanical efficiency a hamburger depends on marketing efficiency and

both are american exports.

Run forward in the mind - fast forward visualisation of the consequences of a concept/action

Connect and link Up - How to link to your own experience/knowledge/feelings? How to link one thing with another to

keep going forward along an alley of interest?

Associations and Triggers - from walruses to walrus moustaches

Provocation (PO)

Attention Directing - most thinking is a matter of attention direction - e.g. benefits/dangers,

consequences, alternatives, other people’s views

Sensitisation - e.g. human behaviour, men/women relationships, money, power, celebrity

Alleys, Avenues, Themes - the dance of attention - opening up an alley of interest - why should this

be interesting for others?



Clarify, List, Summarise - e.g. analogies and metaphors.

[De Bono Basic Thinking]

PMI - Plus - Minus - Interesting points.

● PMI addresses the fault of thinking - using it to back up an opinion that has already been formed by first

impression, slight thinking, prejudice or tradition.

● PMI for breaking a window etc - when we have no doubt about dismissing an idea - with the ‘I’ encouraging the

deliberate habit of exploring the matter outside of the judgement framework.

● This is a two step process - carry out the PMI - then react to what has been turned up by the PMI scan.

● The deliberate search for alternatives is an important skill - alternative answers - alternative possibilities.

Attention Directing Tools: -

● Alternative - Possibilities - Choices

● Consider All Factors - e.g buying a car - owners, mileage, performance, price, history, reliability etc.

● Examine Both Sides

Aims - Goals - Objectives

● To (Objectives) - Lo (Information) - Po (Possibility) - So (Narrowing to one outcome) - Go (Managing

Implementation)

[Ecriture]

● [Chantier] Framework in which work is developed

● [Idées] Idées-de-base

● [P-de-dé] Points-de-départ from créativité appliquée and Idées-de-base.

● [CréLib] Creative excursion based on picture, text, video, etc, and creative thought for fresh approaches.

● [Carte] Mind-mapping

● [Cadre] Structuring work

● [Esquisse] Points-de-départ - worked into draft paragraphs and cadre outline.

● [Croquis] to [Dessin]

● [CréApp] Creative thinking to achieve Weft.

● [Ebauche] Use of Questions, Excursion and ‘idea linking’ with creative techniques applied to écriture problem

● [Maquette] Evolution process of modelling and developing creative approaches.

● [Charpente] Different constructs

● [CréVis] Graphic

● [RamRéf] Creative excursion based on picture, text, video (etc) applied to écriture problems.

● [RéfLib] Concentrated creative

● [DépRéf]External artistic place/object/event.

[Barriers]

● What do I want?

● What will that do for me?

● What’s stopping me?

● What’s important for me here?

● What’s working well?

● What can be better?

● What resources will support me?



[Review Process]

● What are the stimuli that I am reacting to at this minute?

● What are the feelings or concerns that I am responding to?

● What are the ideas that frame the way I am reacting?

● In what ways can those ideas be challenged or changed?

● What are the assumptions that impact on the decisions that I am taking and the objectives I am working towards?

● How do I challenge assumptions?

● What might happen if I do decide to overturn assumptions - and the actions arising from them?

● On reflection, what is your reaction to events, memories, visions, ideas, people and things.

● On reflection, what is your creative response to events, memories, visions, ideas, people and things.

● Mixing multiple concepts to define a thought process. E.g. Place and Weather and Time and a Ship.

[Essential Glanside]

Logical thinking is about thinking forwards.  Creative thinking is about ‘glancing sideways’ or ‘Glanside’.

Glanside helps you to find alternative creative possibilities before resuming forwards thinking with a new creative

direction or perspective.

The most efficient and effective creative thinking is achieved when Glanside is used within a workflow which balances

‘Glanside Thinking’ and ‘Thinking Forwards ’.

‘Essential Glanside’ is a framework in which ‘Glanside Thinking’ and Thinking ‘Forwards’ are combined like the warp and

weft of a woven creative fabric.

‘Essential Glanside’ is the core process with which ‘thinking for creativity’ techniques are employed and their use

controlled efficiently and effectively.

The following are the components of ‘Essential Glanside’ - a recommended framework in which Glanside ‘Thinking for

Creativity’ and ‘Thinking Forwards’ techniques can be harnessed in the efficient production of highly creative work

Stage (1): The Creative Frame.

Establish and always work within a creative frame.

Glanside thinking for creativity is satisfying; and so it is easy to allocate too much time in using Glanside techniques to

manufacture creative ideas, rather than sieving through, selecting and working on the best ideas to move you forward in

a creative direction.  If you stick firmly to a creative frame and workflow you will produce creativity work efficiently.



Component A - The Hoard

Establish a place/process for hoarding ideas that are generated from ‘thinking for creativity’ techniques.

In Glanside ‘Thinking for Creativity’ the quality of creative output is linked to the quantity of creative ideas generated.

Within the creative process there must be a method to assemble ideas generated from Glanside ‘techniques for

creativity’.

You need to be able to sieve through those ideas you have generated, selecting ideas that meet your initial criteria or

warrant further development given the creative task at hand.  The ideas that remain can be hoarded for future use in

other creative projects.

Component B - Build from Specific Ideas

Creative direction flows from the specific to the general.  Begin with specific ideas: a clear direction, belief, material,

concept or theme that you wish to investigate or dissect.

Component C - Combine the Specific with Generic/General Ideas.

At the core of ‘thinking for creativity’ is a reaction in which different ideas combine and coalesce to form intriguing new

material.  Creativity comes from the mix and combination of diverse, different and disparate ideas. The wider the scope

of those ideas, the more creative the outcome will be.

Component D - Fragments

Ideas are often hidden.  So don’t be afraid to gather ‘fragments’ - that is starting points that can lead to ideas.  When you

revisit these fragments you will suddenly see combinations of fragments that can lead in new creative directions.

It is often the case that the more obscure and unexpected the idea combination, the greater will be the creative appeal

of the work.  Revisit the diverse fragments of text, picture or object that you have collected and notice how the mind

picks-over and picks-out creative connections and patterns as you work.

Component E - ‘Points-of-Departure’

Glanside creativity is the compounding of ideas. Through the use of Glanside ‘thinking techniques for creativity’ to

combine and react to specific and generic ideas, you will create ‘Points-of-Departure’.

Thinking Forwards produces output.  Glancing Sideways produces creative output.  In using Glanside to find a new and

exciting combination of ideas, you take a step sideways in your thinking.  This step sideways takes you to a new



point-of-departure.  You are now ready to apply ‘forwards thinking’ again.  You are now ready to produce highly creative

work from a new creative point-of-departure’.

Component F - Patterns

Now look for patterns and streams amongst these creative ‘points-of-departure’.  You can reorganise

‘points-of-departure’, annotate them, combine them. In this way you establish combinations of ideas.

‘Points-of-Departure’ are like burning pieces of kindling that can be positioned and combined into larger creative flames

until the creative fire takes hold.

Stage (2) - The Creative Scaffold.

The ‘points-of-departure’ combinations are now converted into creative and artistic output through the use of a ‘creative

scaffold’.  You need a structure that gives you an overview of your creation, whilst also holding the whole thing together

until it is strong enough to stand on its own feet.

Mind Mapping is a highly useful technique for providing a Creative Scaffold.  Mind Mapping provides a complete

structural overview which remains flexible and readily adjustable.  Similarly a written, evolving plot framework is an

effective creative scaffold in creative writing.

Component A - The Warp

The weaving of ideas into a woven creative fabric is a good metaphor for Glanside Creativity.  Thinking Forwards provides

the ‘warp’ - the long strands of idea thread that form the skeleton of the creative material.  Glanside ‘Sideways Thinking’

then adds the creative colour and texture.

Often the best way of producing ‘warp’ is to spread out the idea combinations (i.e. the ‘points-of-departure’) you have

produced and just begin working from these ideas.

There are a number of classic creative techniques that can help establish the ‘warp’ of creative work - including ‘5W’s and

1H’  (Who, What, Where, Why, When and How).

One of the most effective Glanside classic creative techniques to use in the ‘Warp’ stage is ‘just write’. Rather than trying

to create elements of the finished piece, describe in simple sentences the ideas you want to incorporate at this moment

in the development of your work.  Approaching the work from the concept of ‘Warp’ - and ‘Weft’ will facilitate this.

The Warp sets the structure of the work and holds everything together.   It is a difficult stage: but

remember that a human is a creative being.  This is where the external Glanside process and the internal workings of

your mind will come together.

If you have followed the ‘Essential Glanside’ creative process closely, you will find that the ideas will just flow as you build

the creative supporting structure (scaffold) setting up both the descriptive ‘Warp’ threads and the decorative ‘Weft’

creative colour and texture.



Component B - The Weft

The Weft provides the depth and suppleness of colour and texture to the weave of your creative work. You can revisit

Glanside ‘Techniques for Creative Thinking’ as your work progresses in order to provide further creative Weft, should you

feel that is necessary.

Component C - Drafts

The creative warp and weft within the creative scaffold will produce an initial draft - i.e. a woven fabric of creative ideas.

You are very lucky if this initial draft meets all the conscious or unconscious objectives that you have set yourself.  You

need a process in place that allows you to redraft and combine different sections of your creative work, until you obtain

work that you know to be precise.

Component D - Play-back

Stage 1 (The Creative Frame) and Stage 2 (The Creative Scaffold) are not sequential.  Mix the Creative Frame and Creative

Scaffold as required.  If the Draft is not processing correctly, return to the ‘Creative Frame’ and work from a different

‘Point-of-Departure’ - applying outcome to the section of the Draft requiring attention.

[Essential Glanside - Summary]

A Summary of the ‘Essential Glanside’ thinking-for-creativity technique: -

1. Establish a Creative Frame

a. Construct an Idea Hoard where quantity will result in quality.

b. Focus on specific ideas or concepts.

c. Gather general Ideas or Idea Fragments

d. Combine specific ideas and generic ideas to produce a creative reaction

e. The product of that creative reaction are new creative points-of-departure.

f. ‘points-of-departure’ are combined and annotated to build larger sequences of creativity.

2. Construct a Creative Scaffold with which to build creative work from ‘points-of-departure’

a. Use ‘Thinking Forwards’ for the ‘Warp’ - the long strands of ideas that take the creative work

forward.

b. Use Glanside ‘Techniques for Creative Thinking’ for the ‘weft’ - the creative colour and texture

that is woven through the work.

c. Redraft sections of your work until you find the right creative balance.

d. If the Draft is not processing correctly, return to the ‘Creative Frame’ and work from a different

‘Point-of-Departure’


